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A few weeks ago 700 Dlack and white 

marcners ~emonstrated in Sheffield to 

show the±t suppoz~t for Ahmed Khan. 

He's a restaurant worker who was 

~rrested after helping to defend the 

restaurant from an attack bY 14 white 

/outns. sznce then t~ere have Dean 

more racist attacks on the Asian comm- 

u/%ity in Sheffield. The restaurant of 

an active member of the Asian Youth 

Council was set on fire in three diff- 

erent places. This put the restaurant 

Timothy Raison, Thatchez's man in the 

Home Office tells us that since Brzxt n 

and Lord Scarman's report the pcl~ :e ~dv~ 

have Dean more sensitive to racza~ 

problems. If this is so why have the 

local pol~ce launched mlni-swamp op 

erat~ons heavier policing) ~n the 

Broomh~ll area and on Spital Hill. 

So while the police harrass blacks 

in the city and ignore their problems 

the racist get away with their attacks. 

Unemployment means that the fascists 

out of action and nearly killed the owner can build amongst young people on the 

owner. He was asleep upstairs and had 

to be admitted to hospital for treat- 

ment. An Asian family who had been 

subjected to repeated racial abuse 

and attacks had fumigation pellets 

dropped through the letter box of 

their council house. This resulted in 

hospital treatment, the two children 

were kept in for 36hours. 
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dole. They realise they have no future 

and somtimes bel&eve the racist lies 

that its the blacks to blame instead 

of the policies of this Tory govern- 

ment. 

The campaign for Ahmed Khan started with 

with anger that people felt about what 

had happened to him. It is now clear 

that this is one of many cases. This is 

why the SHEFFIELD CAMPAI~I AGAINST RACIAL 

~ND POLICE HARRASSMENT has been set up 

to defend the black community. If you know 

ofany racist attacks or want to join the 

group please contact us at the address or 
telephone given below. 

Telephone : 

Sheffield 7 5 4 3 4 0  - D A Y  TIME 

Sheffield 6 8 6 8 2 3 - E V E N I N G  

PO.BOX 1746 4AZ 


